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1 Introduction
Corpora are an essential resource for data-driven ap-

proaches to semantically demanding tasks such as recog-
nizing textual entailment and multi-perspective question an-
swering, however, they are expensive to construct and main-
tain, and existing corpora may not contain the information
necessary to approach a new task.

In this paper we discuss the construction of an English
corpus for use in evaluating the credibility of information
on the web. Because the identification of conflicting opin-
ions and their logical justifications is of great importance,
we turn to scientific blogs as our primary source of data. By
exploiting the format of the blog posts and the networked
nature of the scientific blogging community, we minimize
construction costs by automating many of the tasks neces-
sary for data collection and annotation.

2 Motivation
The importance of the internet as a source of informa-

tion cannot be disputed. A recent poll [8] by the Pew Re-
search Center found that among Americans the internet has
overtaken newspapers as a news outlet and rivaled televi-
sion for those surveyed under the age of thirty. In this age
of widespread internet access, anyone with a computer can
put their ideas on the Web where they can be viewed by
a large audience. However, this removal of the barriers to
publication has also made it easier to spread disinformation.

2.1 The Anti-vax Movement: A Cautionary Tale
The anti-vaccination movement (hereafter ”the anti-vax

movement”) is a good example of the danger of disinforma-
tion. In 1998, a group of researchers in the UK published
a study implying a causal connection between Measles,
Mumps, and Rubella (MMR) vaccinations and the devel-
opment of autism in children [11]. Though further scrutiny
of these initial results disproved the autism-vaccination link,
culminating in the withdrawal of endorsements by 10 of the
study’s 12 authors, the damage had already been done.

The mainstream media picked up on the study, amplify-
ing fears about the safety of vaccinations in an already ner-
vous public. An anti-vaccination movement soon formed,
fueled by celebrity activists. Online communities1 devel-
oped, insulating their members against the medical evi-
dence to the contrary. Vaccination rates plummeted despite
the best efforts of public health organizations [3].

1http://www.ageofautism.com

The result of the spread of the anti-vax movements was
that in 2008, for the first time in over a decade, there was
a resurgence in the number of reported cases of measles in
both the United States [1] and Europe. The situation in the
UK was serious enough to be elevated to an endemic [2].
Measles, which in the 1990s was considered a cured dis-
ease, was making a comeback.

2.2 The Importance of Evaluating Credibility

The case of the anti-vax movement causing a resurgence
in measles is a sad one, but it could have been prevented.
After all, Wakefield et al.’s study [11] was repeated numer-
ous times in an attempt to verify the connection between
MMR vaccinations and autism, and the results were over-
whelmingly against such a causative connection2. But this
information did not get to the very people concerned about
the safety of vaccinations. Part of the blame belongs with
the mainstream media which, both online and offline, was
more interested in entertaining conspiracy theories than pre-
senting the wealth of evidence disproving a vaccination-
autism link, but the underlying problem that people did not
know how to find trustworthy evidence to the contrary is il-
lustrative of the importance of evaluating the credibility of
information.

Clearly the problem of evaluating information credibility
is important, but how can we help users decide what in-
formation to trust? One approach taken by several projects
is to educate users about how to identify good information
online. Services likesnopes.comandfactcheck.orgdebunk
urban myths and provide fact checking to commonly made
political claims. The Quackometer3 uses language models
to identifies pseudo-scientific language in webpages. Sense
About Science4 campaigns to educate users about the im-
portance of the scientific method and peer review. Credi-
bility Commons5 provides tools to help users automatically
evaluates the credibility of webpages. Finally, a number of
professionals in fields ranging from science and medicine to
history and economics share their expert opinions with the
public through blogs.

The above projects are all invaluable, but users are often
not aware of them, and there may not always be a dedicated
resource for a given user’s topic of interest. More needs

2An updating list of studies can be found athttp://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/MMR_vaccine_controversy

3http://www.quackometer.net/
4http://www.senseaboutscience.org.uk
5http://credibilitycommons.org
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to be done to connect users with the good information out
there on the Web. In order for a user to come to an informed
opinion, he or she needs to be presented with all of the view-
points on a topic and the justification or supporting evidence
for each one.

An ideal technological solution would mine the Web for
opinions on a user’s topic of interest, aggregate and sum-
marize these opinions, and show them to the user together
with the support for each opinion. The user would be told
who holds the opinion (i.e. their qualifications);what the
opinion is;whenit was held (to insure its relevance); and,
finally, why they hold that opinion (i.e. the factual or log-
ical justification for the opinion). In order to create such a
solution, we need to be able to:(i) find statements of focus
to the user’s topic of interest on the Web;(ii) classify these
statements into different opinions; and(iii) identify logical
relations between the statements (i.e. agreement, conflict,
support, etc.).

The Statement Map6 project [7] is working on a system
that automatically identifies and summaries opinions for
Japanese internet users. This work represents the first step
to expand the project to handle English, starting with the
acquisition of the resources necessary to build tools capable
of detecting the statements of focus and the logical relations
of interest to users. We do so by exploiting a previously-
untapped data source:scientific blogs.

3 Scientific Blogs as a Corpus
Let us return to the example of the anti-vax movement to

show the potential of using scientific blog data as a corpus.
In October of 2008, and anti-vax activist Jenny McCarthy
claiming that she had cured her autistic son by changing his
diet [10]. The interview, which offered no evidence at all
to support this claim, angered Phil Plait, a professional as-
tronomer and blogger for the scientific publicationDiscover
Magazine.

The author ofBad Astronomy, whose other pursuits in-
clude debunking the claims of moon landing skeptics and
presiding over the James Randi Educational Foundation7, is
not a medical doctor, but as a scientist he has a healthy re-
spect for the scientific process: the verification of testable
hypotheses through repeatable experimentation. So he
wrote an entry at his blog,Bad Astronomy[9], critical of
theUs Magazinepiece.

Bad Astronomy’s author pointed out that medical doctors
have not verified the claimed recovery of Jenny McCarthy’s
son, and explained the logical fallacy ofpost hoc ergo
propter hoc8 present in both her claims of a vaccination-
autism link and her son’s cure through a change in diet.
He reminded his readers that failure to get their children
vaccinated facilitates the spread of infectious diseases like
measels, and ended with a plea not to buy in to the anti-
vaxxers’ groundless claims.

Soon, other members of the scientific blogging commu-

6言論マップ genron mapin Japanese
7http://www.randi.org
8”after therefore because of:” mistaking precedence for causality

nity had noticed theBad Astronomypost, and weighted
in with their own opinions. One blogger pointed readers
to stopjenny.com, a website dedicated to refuting the ar-
guments of the anti-vax movement and its spokeswoman.
An entire discussion about the credibility problems in the
Us Magazinearticle was sparked by the blog post atBad As-
tronomy.

3.1 A Collection of Discussions
This kind of linked discussion on the same topic, partic-

ipated in by many members of the blogging community is
what makes the construction of our corpus possible. The
authors of scientific blogs share a common goal of cele-
brating good science while tearing down bad science. They
seek out examples of bad science (and bad science report-
ing) in the mainstream media and on the internet and refute
it point-by-point, explaining the logical fallacies and other
common pitfalls. When bad science appears, it is often sur-
rounded by controversy: global warming denialism, safety
concerns regarding the Large Hadron Collider, and alterna-
tive medicine are often-addressed topics by science blog-
gers. Furthermore, the blogs posts are written for a gen-
eral audience in an informal, easy-to-understand manner,
instead of the terse, jargon-laden prose common to scien-
tific publications.

We construct our corpus by formingdiscussions– collec-
tions of posts from different blogs discussing and organized
around a single topic or article. Thediscussioncreated from
Phil Plait’s blog post on Jenny McCarthy is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The structure of the blogs and the networked na-
ture of the blogging community facilitate this task. Tags in
each blog post make it easy to identify the topic of discus-
sion. Blog posts contain a link to thesource of interest–
the original mainstream media news article, event, or other
blog post that inspired authors to respond with their own
opinions. Oncediscussions are formed, we identifystate-
ments of focus– opinions, facts or justification pertinent to
the topic of discussion – and annotate the logical relations
between them.

3.2 Logical Relations for Annotation
The Statement Map Project targets a wide variety of log-

ical relations, described in detail in [5, 7]. To simplify the
construction of our corpus, we focus on a small number of
relations that are plentiful in the scientific blog data and that
are most important to the task of detecting and reporting a
variety of viewpoints: contrasting opinions, logical refuta-
tions, elaboration, and agreement. We give some examples
below taken from thediscussionshown in Figure1.

� Contrasting Opinions
A: Jenny McCarthy says she helped her son, Evan, re-
cover from autism.
B: We have not seen any diagnoses of her son.

� Logical Refutation
A: The actress believes the MMR vaccine was to blame
for her son’s diagnosis of autism.
B: Doctors have made very careful studies of this, and
there is no link between vaccines and the onset of

http://www.randi.org
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<TOPICS: Autism, vaccinations, cures>
... ...

[Us Magazine] Jenny McCarthy: My Son No Longer Has Autism
[Bad Astronomy] ...but how do we recover from Jenny McCarthy?
[stopjenny.com] Stop Jenny McCarthy
[Pharyngula] What an excellent name for a website
[Skeptico] Stop Jenny McCarthy!
[Bad Astronomy] Antivaxxers must be stopped! NOW.
[Matt Maroon] An Open Letter to Parents Everywhere
[Bad Astronomy] Antivaxxers are doing real damage to society

... ...

Figure 1: An examplediscussionon the topic ofautism

autism.
� Elaboration

A: Ms. McCarthy is engaging in a mistaken way of
thinking called post hoc ergo propter hoc.
B: Vaccinations are given around the same time children
can be first diagnosed with autism! So it makes a link, a
false link in a parent’s mind.

� Agreement
A: Ms. McCarthy and the antivaxxers have lots of anec-
dotes, but the real evidence is totally against them.
B: There is no evidence vaccines cause autism. Jenny
McCarthy is wrong.

3.3 Comparison to Existing Corpora
In constructing a corpus from scientific blog data, we fo-

cus on makingcoarse-grainedannotations ofstatements of
focus in multi-documentdiscussions. As the project pro-
gresses, we will increase the level of annotation information
necessary to create tools for the Statement Map project. In
this section, we compare our annotation approach to similar
resources.

3.3.1 MPQA Corpus
The Multi-Perspective Question Answering Corpus [12]

is composed of news articles with text indicating opinions
annotated. Because the data is primarily indirect reports of
opinions, it focuses on identifying an opinions source, tar-
get, and intensity at the sub-sentential level. In contrast,
our corpus is composed primarily of first-person reports
of opinions, with annotated logical relations between state-
ments.

3.3.2 Large, Unannotated Blog Collections
The TREC Blog Track data [4] and the Spinn3r Blog

Dataset9 used at ICWSM 2009 are both large (> 100GB)
collections of RSS feeds, article texts, and comments. Data
contains no markup and may include spam. Our corpus is
also constructed using RSS feeds, but it is smaller in scope,
organized into multi-documentdiscussions, and will con-
tain annotated logical relations between statements.

4 Constructing the Corpus
Our goal is to minimize annotation cost by exploiting the

structure of the blogs to automatically identify and down-

9http://www.icwsm.org/2009/data/

load promising data, extract statements of focus, and even-
tually annotate the logical relations between these state-
ments. In this section, we propose algorithms for finding
scientific blog data, grouping posts intodiscussions, and
identifying statements of focus for annotation.

4.1 Finding the Data
Scientific blogs feeds are discovered and stored in an RSS

reader. New posts are downloaded and converted into text.

1. Search for science blogs
Look for patterns in blog names (e.g.BAD, SKEPTIC):

BAD Astronomy
BADchemist

Good Math, BAD Math
BAD Science
...

Action SKEPTICs
Secular SKEPTIC

SKEPTchick
SKEPTICo
SKEPToblot
...

2. Subscribe to RSS feeds
Gather feeds inGoogle Reader10 for search and archival.

3. Find similar blogs

� Search blogrolls for related blogs
� Follow trackbacks in blog posts
� Get suggestions from Google Reader’sfeed discovery

service11

4. Download blog posts

� Use screen-scraping tools to convert posts to text

4.2 Annotating the Data
Blog posts are organized intodiscussions using links in

posts together with category tag information.Statements of
focusare identified in thediscussionand marked for anno-
tation.

1. Get topics from blog post’s category tags
Topics help identifystatements of focusfor annotation.
E.g. autism, vaccines, Jenny McCarthy, antivaxxers, ...

10http://www.google.com/reader/
11http://www.google.com/support/reader/bin/

answer.py?hl=en&answer=80468
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2. Expand set of topics
Cluster topics with tf-idf and find synonyms in WordNet

3. Create adiscussionfrom linked posts

� Follow links from initial blog post
� Count number of links back to scientific blog com-

munity to identifysource of interest
� Group related blog posts withsource of interestto

create a collection of opinions with context

4. Find statements of focus

� Simple search for terms in expanded topic set

5. Annotate statements of focusin the discussion

� Use proximity of links in text to help narrow down
annotation search space

5 Current Progress
We are currently monitoring the RSS feeds of over 40 sci-

ence blogs and have collected over a thousand blog posts.
We are creatingdiscussions on topics as diverse as autism
and vaccinations, the Large Hadron Collider, omega acid di-
etary supplements, fruit fly research, and electronic voting.

Here are some examples ofstatements of focusthat can-
not be picked up using topic information alone.

� Pronoun resolution
The actress(= Jenny McCarthy) believes the MMR vac-
cine was to blame for her son’s diagnosis.

� Loose paraphrasing
[Jenny McCarthy] says a strict no wheat-and-dairy-free
diet has changed her son froma quiet little boy who used
to flail his arms around(= autistic) toa loving six-year-
old (= cured).

6 Future Work
While our corpus is off to a promising start, there is still

much work to do. First, we plan to evaluate the usefulness
of links in detectingsources of interestand grouping blog
posts intodiscussions.

Once we have collected a sufficient number of interest-
ing discussions, we will focus on annotatingstatements of
focus. This entails evaluating the coverage and accuracy of
category tag based retrieval. As we have seen, there are
statementsthat cannot be picked up by shallow methods.

Finally, automatic detection of logical relations between
statements would facilitate the construction of our corpus.
Mishne observed that temporal cues and comment informa-
tion were both useful in improving blog search [6]. Using
that information together with contextual cues like the prox-
imity of links in text may help to reduce the search space.
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